
Puzzles of September’s Contest

1. Reactor

Submissions should be sent with answer page at http://diogen.h1.ru/cgi-bin/contest/start.pl not later than 24-00 (of Moscow 
time) September 19 2009.
If you have any question write to forum http://www.forsmarts.com/forum/

2. Morse code

Answer format: write the Morse elements in the direction given by the arrow from top to bottom. Use A for dash and B for  
dot. For the given example the answer would be: AAAB.

Score: 5 points.

Place 35 circles (nuclei) into the white cells. Circles cannot touch each other by their sides. Every circle has one-unit length 
segments in all possible directions (vertical and/or horizontal). These segments do not cross dark cells and grid border. All 
white cells should be occupied either by circle or by segments. Digits in the dark cells show the number of circles in the 
neighbouring cells (even diagonally). 

Fill in the grid with dots (a circles in the grid node) and dashes (horizontal line of length 2 with ends in the grid nodes).  There 
should be a single space in a line between two Morse elements (each node is a part of some element). Digits at the bottom 
show the number of dashes in the corresponding column. Digits at the left and on the top show the number of dots in the 
corresponding direction. Symbols at the right show all different elements which are between red lines in the corresponding 
row.  
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Example:

Answers format: write the sizes of all mole-
cules (the groups of nuclei which are connected 
by segments) in increasing order. For the given 
example the answer would be: 3.

Score: 5 points.

Mini-example:



3. Polysection
Write digits from 1 to 8 into the circles. Draw three straight 
line which do not touch circles and given numbers. These lines 
divide squares into some areas. Number in an area is the sum 
of digits in the circles touching the area. Digits cannot repeat in 
any row, column and around any square.

Answer format: write 16 digits going clockwise around the 
grid starting with grey circle.

Score: 7 points.

4. Diogen’s chains
Write digits from 0 to 9 into the circles. Each row and column should contains every digit exactly once. Circles of each chain 
which form letters D, I, O, G, E, N, should also contain different digits. Numbers outside the grid give the sum of digits in the 
circles of corresponding row which do not belong to any chain.

Answers format: write the content of the diagonal from the bottom left to the top right corner.

Score: 8 points.



5. Turn-sudoku
Fill in the grid with digits from 1 to 9. Each 
row, column and outlined 3x3 square contains 
every digit exactly once. Digits along curved 
arrows should increase.

Answers format: write the content of the di-
agonal from the bottom left to the top right 
corner.

Score: 8 points.

6. Magic fence
Fill in marked cells with digits from given range for horizontal rows (at the left of the grid). Digits in any row (of all three 
directions) cannot repeat and should form consecutive sequence. Then draw a fence - closed loop going along grid lines, which 
cannot touch or intersect itself. Digit in a cell shows the number of cell’s edges which belong to the fence.

Answer format: write in increasing order the areas of all parts of the grid outside the fence. For the given example the answer 
would be: 2.

Score: 8 points.

Example:



7. Build a maze

Answers format:  write the numbers from the column marked by arrow. For the given example the answer would be: 
15, 14, 9, 10.

Score: 8 poimts.

Example:
Place some walls in the grid, creating a path going from one grey cell to another and visit-
ing every cell exactly once. Walls are horizontal or vertical lines going along grid lines 
with their ends at grid nodes. Digits outside the grid show the lengths of all wall segments 
in corresponding direction. There should be an empty space between two segments.



8. Names in colours
Find every name from the given list of participants of April’s contest in each grid. Each name goes along straight line in any 
of 8 directions (horizontally, vertically or diagonally) - do not consider dashes in the names. Strike out the name with one of 
three colours (red, blue or green). You should use the same colour for one name in both grids. One letter can be used by several 
names of different colours. Some names can be found more then once, but only one position will accept the rules. Two names 
are already given: Leonid is stricken out by red line and Stefano by blue.

Answer format: write in order the colour for the next names Anti, Harmeet, Jiri, Ken, Sabine, Yoichi, Yuriy. 
Use R for red, B for blue and G for green. Answer may look as: BRGBBGB. 

Score: 9 points.



Example:

9. Chains-2009

Answer format: write the content of the diagonal from the bottom left to the top right corner. For the given example the 
answer should be: 1130.

Score: 8 points.

10. Magic arrows
Fill in the  N х N grid with digits. There should be no empty cells. Each row 
and column should contain different digits. This square should form stand-
ard  “Arrows” puzzle with unique solution.
The rules for puzzle “Arrows”: put the arrows an all squares outside the grid 
border. Each arrow should point inside the square horizontally, vertically or 
diagonally. Each digit inside the grid shows the number of arrows pointing 
to the square with the digit.
Maximize the sum of maximum number in every row.

Answer format: write your sum, then row by row the content of your square. For the given example the answer would be: 
7; 03, 34.

Score: 12, 10, 8, 6, 4, 2 points for six best solutions. 

Example 
(with digits from 0 to 3):

Fill in the circles with digits from 0 to 9. Each row and column should contain different digits. Digits of one chain should be 
different and form consecutive sequence in arbitrary order (for example, chain with 9 circles can contain either all digits from 
0 to 8 or all from 1 to 9). 

The sum of maximum digits  
is equal to  7.



11. Opti-tetra
Choose any tetraminoe element and put its copies into the white cells. Two elements can touch each other only by a corner. You 
can rotate and reflect the element. Lets K is the number of copies. Remaining white cells will form some areas and S of them 
will contain exactly 4 cells. Maximize the sum 2K+S.

Answer format: write the value of 2K+S and letter of used tetraminoe, then write the coordinates of all elements using the cell with 
letter. For the given example the answer would be: 6,L; B1, D3.

Score: 12, 9, 6, 3 points for four best solutions. 

12. Billiard
Put the given turn into nodes of 10х10 grid. These turns cannot overlap each other, but can touch in a point. You can use any number 
of turns of three types. Then push a ball from bottom left corner. The ball goes horizontally or vertically and can change the di-
rection touching the turn. Ball should touch all your turns and finish in the top right corner. Maximize the value of the expression 
2S+4T+3U/2+V/2, where S - the length of balls route,  T, U and V - the number of turns of each type. Include into the sum two turns 
which are already set. Turns should be completely inside the grid.

Answer format: write the value of of the expression, then S and then the coordinates for all turns type by type For the given example 
the answer would be: 37,5; 12; T: B2, D4; U1: D6; U3: F3; U4: A4.

Score: 12, 11, 10...3, 2, 1 points for twelve best solutions. 

Example:

Example:


